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Welcome to our pilot project for the Moto Camp Nerd
magazine...catalog...thing. I like "Catazine" but maybe we will
just leave it open to interpretation.

This will be our way to show off cool camping goodies from our
store, as well as bring you all some educational and entertaining
motorcycle camping and travel content. This first pilot issue will
be a sample of what we would like to offer in follow up issues.
We will aim for a quarterly release unless the feedback from you
demands more. We hope to fill a void in what we feel is missing
from other motorcycle magazines. 

Besides the obvious focus on motorcycle camping, we want to
prioritize what the United States has to offer. Don't get me
wrong, I love seeing pictures and reading about rides through
other countries, but I want to bring it back home for those who
want an amazing ride and adventure that they can find in their
backyard.

As an electronics technician by trade in a manufacturing
environment, journalism is not my strongest skillset, but I
wanted to make my own magazine, with a twist, while ensuring
credit and money is given to those content creators who deserve
it, so here we go! 

I hope you enjoy this first issue and if you have any feedback
we'd love to hear from you.
Email us at info@motocampnerd.com 

Ride safe and we'll see ya around the campfire!

Editor's Note

I guess I'm an Editor-in-Chief now as well.
Scary!

MCN Ben 

Mr. and Mrs MCN @ March Moto Madness in Telico Plains, TN. Yes, we 2up on the 1971 Yamaha DS7



https://ridebdr.com/
https://ridebdr.com/


Bonnie to Beemer Article and Photos by
MCN Ben

2018 Triumph Bonneville @ Carolina Hemlocks Campground. Conveniently located off NC-80
aka The Devils Whip

In 2012 I started riding with a Yamaha TX500, that ended up never running right
and in 2013 I finally moved on to a Suzuki Savage. After riding a slew of other older
UJM bikes, including my beloved R80 /7 that decided to drop a valve, I decided in
2018 it was time to get a modern bike that I could ride more than wrench on. Since
I was so used to those UJM classic style ergonomics, the Bonneville was high on my
list, but so was the R1200GS. I searched dealerships all over for a low suspension
but they all sold faster than I could show up to test ride and finding them used was
even more difficult. I needed a low suspension model GS because at 5'5" with a 27"
inseam, the only bike I did not have to tip toe or one foot, was that Suzuki Savage.  

I ended up getting a 2018 Bonneville T120 Black and outfitting it with Givi racks
and cases. Why a Bonneville? It's a jack of all type bike that was comfortable, easy
to ride, and could handle the twisties and dirt or gravel roads without a problem.
The ergonomics were very familiar to my previous rides, but I still needed to make
adjustments. LSL Flat Tracker handlebars that were wide and pulled back, along
with 1.5" bar risers finally got my arms in a comfortable position for long rides. 
 After several trips 2up I was realizing the limitations and abilities along with the
limited aftermarket part selection for the more adventure bike type farkles. 
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I looked into suspension upgrades because fully loaded with camping gear was
really putting a strain on the bike. That was anywhere from $800-$2500 to do it
right. The other problem was having enough storage space for 2up moto camping. 
 The Givi cases were 30L each with a 47L top case. That was barely enough room to
fit our sleep system, tent, food, water, and clothes. We made it work, but we were
maxed out and sometimes had to strap the bags to the top of the side cases. There

was no way we would be able to do a multi week trip this way comfortably. I did try
mounting the Giant Loop Round The World Panniers with there roomy 45 liters of
storage, but the panniers were up against the passenger peg with no more room to
move them back, so back to the Givi Dolomiti's. We did successfully use the Giant
Loop MotoTrekk panniers on one trip and it was nice to have the top load bags
instead of the clamshells as side cases. At this point I admitted to myself that
there's no point in trying to make the bike something it isn't. I needed a bike with a
longer wheel base to accommodate larger panniers and really made for 2up travel. 

I was fortunate enough to be able to attend the BMW Rider Academy 1 day off-road
class at the BMW center in Greer, SC to get some real off-road training, and it was
definitely a confidence boost.  I'll have to cover that day in another article. I was
thrown on a low suspension R1250GS and I was really surprised that even though
its about 30 pounds heavier than the Bonneville, it felt lighter. I was still on my
toes instead of the balls of my feet, but I could easily one foot it at stops without
losing my balance. 

Lucky me, I was able to sell the Bonneville to a co-worker and use that money to put
towards a GS. Any used low suspension models were too rare to find or too far
away, and it just so happened that the local (Greensboro, NC) dealer had a low
suspension model in stock.
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We woke up first thing Saturday morning to go test ride it with Mrs. Moto Camp
Nerd. She was thrown off with how much higher she sat and that she could now
see over my head and enjoy the view, compared to the seating on the Bonneville.

After getting it home, I immediately started ordering the parts I had already
planned on getting before I even had the bike.

Givi MonoKey Top Box Plate
Outback Motortek Pannier Racks
Black Dog Cycle Works Footpegs
Ilium Works Passenger Pegs
Barkbusters
Bar Riser from HeliBars

Ditched the factory GPS mount for
the Moto Pumps to use my current
Garmin 396.
Puig Headlight Guard 
Aeroflow Windscreen
Givi Radiator Guards

I was able to put on the Giant Loop RTW Panniers, which I have been wanting to try
for a while. For the moment I'll use one of the old Givi 30L cases as a top box. We
now have 120 liters of storage compared to the previous 107 liters on the
Bonneville. 

Although we have yet to go camping, we did ride into the Lovers Leap, VA area for
some Tag-o-rama fun and accidently found some un-maintained two track that I
was not mentally prepared for. The bike handled it fine and I was again surprised
on what it and I were capable of. We both love the comfort, the ride, and extra
space the GS has to offer. One category the Bonneville wins is the low engine RPM
at highway speeds when we have to slab it. 

Again, the Bonneville is a wonderful machine especially with the 1200cc motor,
and is completely capable for solo riders who like that vintage style and want to
cruise pavement and dirt roads. Hell, we made it work 2up, but realistically, the
beemer is better for our needs.  
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https://www.revzilla.com/motorcycle/givi-sra5108-aluminum-top-case-rack-bmw-r1200gs-r1250gs-2013-2019?sku_id=937598
https://east.outbackmotortek.us/product/bmw-r1250gs-pannier-racks/
https://blackdogcw.com/bdcw-footpegs-platform-bmw-r1200-1250-gs-gsa-lc-2013-f750-850-gs-gsa/
https://iliumworks.com/BMW_Motorcycle_Accessories.cfm?pn=28-800&pID=122
https://www.helibars.com/shop-by-bike/bmw/bmw-r1200gs-lc/helibars-tour-performance-handlebar-risers-for-bmw-r1200gs-gsa-r1250gs-gsa-lc-hr05130/
https://www.motopumps.com/shop/gps-mount
https://www.revzilla.com/motorcycle/puig-headlight-protector-bmw-r1200gs-r1250gs-adventure-2013-2022?sku_id=10203234
https://www.aeroflowscreens.com/R1250GS/R1250GS_GSA_TouringAeroScreen.html
https://www.revzilla.com/motorcycle/givi-pr5108-radiator-guards-bmw-r1200gs-adventure--2?sku_id=10266995
https://motocampnerd.com/products/giant-loop-round-the-world-panniers?_pos=1&_sid=5d201a769&_ss=r&variant=40929129365665


Customer Favorites
Top selling gear our customers love!

Sea to Summit - Pack Tap 
Multiple durable lash points allow you to hang
or secure the Pack Tap™ in many spots. They
can be rolled and squeezed into tight spaces and
with the use of 300D polyester for the exterior
they have a high abrasion resistance. A double
layer tough Mylar bladder holds your water (or
wine) safely and the unit can be easily operated
with one hand.
4L Green      $26.95
6L Blue         $29.95
10L Red        $24.95

Made from flexible, abrasion-resistant
laminated 400D nylon fabric. Tough and
versatile, Watercell X stores, transports and
dispenses water wherever you need it. The
3D baffled, RF-welded TPU construction is
compact and stackable, and BPA, PVC 

4L  $39.95
6L  $44.95

Sea to Summit - Watercell X

Requires 3 x AA batteries per unit (not
included)
HIGH (White - 57 lumens - 15-hour
runtime)
LOW (White - 18 lumens - 67-hour
runtime)
AMBER NIGHTLIGHT (100-hour runtime)

$14.95

UST - Spright LED Lantern
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https://motocampnerd.com/products/sea-to-summit-pack-tap
https://motocampnerd.com/products/sea-to-summit-watercell-x
https://motocampnerd.com/products/ust-battery-lanter


Customer Favorites
Top selling gear our customers love!

Sea to Summit - Aero Premium Pillow
Say goodbye to those bags stuffed with clothes
when motorcycle camping. The Aeros™
inflatable backpacking pillow has changed the
way thousands of people sleep in the
backcountry or while traveling. 

Colors: Green, Blue, Grey, Magenta
Sizes: Regular  $44.95
             Large       $49.95

For storage and protection of clothing,
essential items, and equipment, the Pakbox

Range of lightweight, functional storage
containers come in a range of four sizes,

1L    $7.95
2L  $11.95
4L  $14.95
6L  $17.95

Snugpak - Pakbox

The go-to adjustable strap that has been a
proven staple for motorcycle travel for
years. Comes in a set of 2.

Moto Strap 60"  $28.99
Pack Strap 42"   $23.95
Commuter 28"   $19.95

ROK Straps
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https://motocampnerd.com/products/sea-to-summit-aeros-premium-pillow
https://motocampnerd.com/products/snugpak-pakbox
https://motocampnerd.com/collections/rok-straps


Customer Favorites
Top selling gear our customers love!

Sea to Summit - Cool Grip X-Mug
The Cool Grip X-Mug was built to keep your
hands cool when drinking hot liquids. This is
made possible by the Cool Grip unique design
that reduces surface temperatures and heat
transfer allowing you to hold your hot tea and
coffee firmly, without burning your fingers.
Just like the X-Mug this 16oz mug includes
measuring lines on the inside and packs flat.

Colors: Charcoal   $14.95
                Sea Foam  $14.95

Perfect for flipping pancakes or frying up
SPAM, the staple of motorcycle camping. The

Alpha™ Pan uses an advanced, PFOA-free,
non-stick surface that provides even heat

distribution and a durable, abrasion
resistant finish.

Sizes:   8"  $46.95
10"  $56.95

Sea to Summit - Alpha Pan

Ready for the ultimate all in one cooking
and eating solution for your solo
motorcycle camping trip? The collapsible
X-Set™ 21, is the perfect combination of
pack-ability and versatility in a camp
cookware set. This set nests perfectly
inside the 8" Alpha Pan.

X-Set 21  $74.95

Sea to Summit - X-Set 21 Cookware
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https://motocampnerd.com/products/sea-to-summit-x-mug-cool-grip
https://motocampnerd.com/products/sea-to-summit-alpha-pan-8
https://motocampnerd.com/products/sea-to-summit-x-set-21-pot-bowl-mug


We are always looking for that balance in our setups of comfort and pack size and
weight. The reality is that comfort is inversely proportional to pack size and
weight. Generally speaking, the more comfortable the gear, the larger the pack size
and weight, especially colder weather gear. Of course this is all relative to you and
your style of camping and riding in specific climates. 

That said, camping in the colder weather from fall to spring means it's time to
bring layers and bundle up at night. I tend to approach problems from a process
improvement point of view, mostly due to my years in manufacturing. The simple
solution to the root cause of being cold outside would obviously be to go inside
where it's warm, duh. BUT we like to challenge and punish ourselves being
outdoors, so the next step is finding the best way to keep warm outside. 

I've heard about people taking portable gas heaters into their tents, which screams

HUGE SAFETY RISK and I highly advise against this, plus it's way more gear to
carry. A customer once mentioned battery powered heated sleeping bag liners, but
again, the failure point is keeping batteries charged in an already cold
environment, and remembering to charge them. Is your sleep system built to keep
you warm without those added accessories?  If they fail will you still be warm and
avoid hypothermia?

The KISS solution is properly rated gear and clothing. Good base layers, a good
insulated pad (R6+), and well rated sleeping bag will treat you a lot better than a
heater, or electric sleeping bag liner. We are an advocate for do what works best for
you, but we are also educators in helping better your camping experience and
build that system that works best for you. Remember to KISS. Whichever your
preferred acronym variation is.

Stay Warm and KISS
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Article By MCN Ben

Photo By Chris Watson
@PSBEadventures_on_youtube

Big Agnes 
Fly Creek UL2 Bikepack

https://motocampnerd.com/products/big-agnes-fly-creek-hv-ul2-bikepack-solution-dye
https://www.youtube.com/c/ProjectStockBottomEnd
https://www.youtube.com/c/ProjectStockBottomEnd


It's a cold fall morning as you muster up
the courage to get out of your warm
sleeping bag to make that fresh cup of
hot coffee or oatmeal to get you going.
You fire up the stove and notice the
tiniest blue flame. You open the valve
more and more, yet your little blue flame
doesn't change, or worse, it goes out and
won't light at all. WHY!? It worked great
last night!

As temperatures fall across the US some
new challenges arise for cold weather
camping. Cooking meals or making hot
beverages to keep you warm is one of
them. The reason isobutane/butane
canister stoves do not work as well in the
cold is due to the liquid fuel inside the
canister being at a temperature so low
that it cannot boil or vaporize to it's gas
form for your stove to burn. So what's
the boiling point?

Butane =       31°F
Isobutane = 11°F
Propane =   -44°F

Yes, propane boils at -44°F. All brands
who make these have their special blend,
but generally it's a mixture of N-butane,
isobutane, and propane. If the
temperature of the liquid fuel is below
it's boiling point, then there's no
vaporized gas for your stove to burn off.

If you are looking for a winter specific
mixture, look for ones that have a higher
propane ratio or more isobutane. At the
Moto Camp Nerd store we carry the
Olicamp brand that has 25% propane and
75% isobutane. 

Hot GasHot Gas  
Hot MealHot Meal
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Keep your canister warm by putting it in
your sleeping bag with you at night. This
will keep the fuel warm enough to
vaporize and pressurize the canister to
provide a good efficient burn to cook and
boil water. If you forget, you can warm it
up with your body heat or even use one
of those air activated hand warmers,
very carefully! Don't overheat the
canister. If they get too hot and over
pressurize, they pop. Ask me how I know,
for the next issue. 

Cold Weather TIp:Cold Weather TIp:

Sea to Summit X-set 21, Wilderness Wipes, and
 Humangear GoBites Uno Pictured

Photo By Dana Brown @StrykerADV



Sleep System

Keep your phone, electronic devices, and batteries in the
sleeping bag with you to get the optimal performance from
them. Cold batteries don't perform well or last very long due
to the low temperature slowing the chemical reaction within
the battery.

Condensation is inevitable. It sounds counter intuitive, but
make sure your tent vent is open and you may even slightly
open the door enough to get the air to circulate. This will help
reduce the condensation build up within the tent that could
dampen your gear and freeze over night. Wet + cold = bad

Build a consistent and reliable sleep system. A high R value
sleeping pad paired with a properly rated sleeping bag will be
your best bet. You can get to colder temperatures by utilizing
a sleeping bag liner, or even an extra blanket or quilt over
your bag.

There's no debating that merino wool and synthetic base
layers are better than cotton. Synthetic as in polyester,
polypropylene, nylon, etc.  Some of these will have better
insulating properties than others but where they shine is the
ability to wick away sweat from your body preventing you
from cooling too fast. Cotton is fine until you sweat, or it gets
wet, and that's where the saying "cotton kills" comes into
play. That wet cotton shirt will cling to you, and won't dry out
fast enough causing you body temp to drop. Be aware of the
temperature and what your body is doing so you know how to
react properly to not over sweat. Again, wet + cold = bad
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Cold Weather TipsCold Weather Tips

Batteries

Condensation

Base Layers



Cold Weather GearCold Weather Gear
Our top gear for staying warm.

EXPED - Ultra 7R Sleeping Mat 
With the highest warmth rating in the Ultra sleeping
mat series, Ultra 7R is a cozy, lightweight, and compact
sleeping mat. Features include recycled 20 D ripstop
face fabric, certified carbon neutral by myclimate.
EXPED's DOWNMAT TECHNOLOGY™ allows for use in all
seasons or simply to keep cold-sleepers warm any time.
Meanwhile, a 3.5" thick air cushion cradles the body for
ultimate comfort. 

Sizes: M      20x72"  $229.95
             MW  25x72"   $229.95
             LW    25x78"   $229.95

Like its name suggests, Dura is our warmest, most
durable backpacking mat for demanding adventures. 
 Recycled 75 D / 170 D brushed polyester face fabric
keeps plastic out of landfills and uses less water, energy
and carbon during production. EXPED's DOWNMAT
TECHNOLOGY™ allows for use in all seasons or simply
to keep cold-sleepers warm any time. Meanwhile, a 3.5"
thick air cushion cradles the body for ultimate comfort. 

Sizes:   M      20x72" $249.95
               MW  25x72" $249.95
               LW    25x78" $249.95

EXPED - Dura 8R Sleeping Mat

If you really want the mother of comfort after riding all
day, this is the go to bag for your motorcycle camping
adventures. This wide and tall bag will fit pads up to 30"
wide and 78" tall.

Diamond Park   0˚F   $399.95
Diamond Park 15˚F   $349.95
Diamond Park 30˚F   $299.95

Big Agnes - 
Diamond Park  Sleeping Bags
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https://motocampnerd.com/products/exped-ultra-7r-sleeping-mat
https://motocampnerd.com/products/exped-dura-8r-sleeping-mat
https://motocampnerd.com/search?type=product&options%5Bprefix%5D=last&options%5Bunavailable_products%5D=last&q=diamond+park
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Cold Weather GearCold Weather Gear
Our top gear for staying warm.

Sea to Summit Spark Sleeping Bags
Engineered to keep you warm at the lightest weight and
smallest compressed size

Spark 0 Liner
50°F+

Spark 2
28°F+

Spark 3
18°F+

Reactor Liner

Add a liner to boost your warmth!Add a liner to boost your warmth!

Reactor Extreme Liner

https://motocampnerd.com/products/sea-to-summit-spark-3-ultralight-down-sleeping-bag-18%C2%BAf
https://motocampnerd.com/products/sea-to-summit-spark-ultralight-down-sleeping-bag-28%C2%BAf
https://motocampnerd.com/products/sea-to-summit-spark-ultralight-down-sleeping-bag-50%C2%BAf
https://motocampnerd.com/products/sea-to-summit-reactor-extreme-liner-adds-up-to-25-f
https://motocampnerd.com/products/reactor-liner-sea-to-summit


Winter Adventure on
the SCAR

One of the advantages about living in the South Eastern United States is

our almost never-ending riding season. While most Back Country

Discovery Routes (BDR) and adventure trails in the northern part of the

country are shut down due to winter, we are still able to ride comfortably

on the coast. For the most part the temperature is very manageable and

rarely falls below freezing. Snow and ice is something of a rarity unless

you head inland towards the Appalachian Mountains.
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Article and Photos By Dana Brown
IG @StrykerADV
Blog: strykeradv.com/

Just a guy that showcases adventure
motorcycling/gear reviews/ride reports.

https://www.instagram.com/strykeradv/
https://strykeradv.com/


Last winter I decided to ride the western section of the South Carolina Adventure
Route (SCAR). Previously, I have ridden about 400 miles in the southern sections
around the Greater Charleston area primarily in the Francis Marion National
Forest. While these sections of the route are a lot of fun to ride, I was starting to
become curious about the other sections of the SCAR. The curiosity for me was
based more on what is the terrain like in the north and what is the consistency of

the unpaved portions of the route. Well, to answer these questions I loaded up my
2014 Triumph Tiger 800 for a weekend adventure and headed for the starting
point of the route in Edisto Beach

The first leg of my trip was on the Edisto Island National Scenic Byway. While this
route is paved it is a beautiful ride that travels through salt marshes and coastal
forests under dense Oak canopies. As I traveled north, I took an alternate route on
the SCAR which took me on a series of public owned dirt roads along the Edisto
River. One of the nice things about the SCAR is that it has alternate routes built off
the primary route. These alternate routes are usually more difficult sections with
sand or deep mud and are set aside for those who are looking for more of a
challenge

Just outside of the small town of Cope I started to ride through South Carolina's
agriculture belt. This area is known for its abundance of cotton, tobacco, indigo,
and soy bean fields. The SCAR through this area was a mix of short sections of
paved back roads with quite a few dirt roads thrown in. The off-road portions were
mostly damp hard packed sand due to intermittent rain showers which enabled
me to live out some Dakar dreams as I was able to keep a high rate of speed
through here.
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I wrapped up this leg of the route by pulling into a truck stop in the town of
Monetta, where the SCAR crosses over Interstate 20. While grabbing a quick snack I
checked the local weather forecast and it was time to throw on the rain suit since it
was about to get really wet. Up to this point I had ridden in really light rain and
mist for the last few hours and my First Gear Jaunt jacket and my ARC riding pants
had kept me fairly warm and dry with the only issue being cold hands.

As I started the next leg the weather took a turn for the worse with sporadic
downpours. Fortunately, my Ozark Trail rain suit kept me nice and dry but I was
limited at how fast I could go due to visibility since my goggles and visor kept
fogging up. Just north of I-20 the SCAR was primarily off road on the typical sand
roads that I had ridden all day except this time I ran into a new nemesis, red clay.
Finding clay on the route was a surprise since it didn't think South Carolina had
too much clay in its soil. Luckily, my Shinko 804/805 knobby tires had no issues
gaining traction which was nice since some of these clay roads traversed up some
steep hills and ridgelines

After riding a few more hours the weather wasn't cooperating and the
temperature had dropped from the mid 50's to high 30's. Daylight was starting to
fade and since I was about to enter Sumter National Forest, I made the decision to
detour towards the town of Edgefield for fuel and supplies before calling it a night.
Wrapping up the day I had ridden 233 miles of the western portion of the South
Carolina Adventure Route in some pretty nasty weather. The route had taken me
from the Atlantic Ocean up through the Low Country and into the foot hills of the
Savannah River Valley.
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https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07PR8JRYR/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&amp%3Bcamp=1789&amp%3Bcreative=9325&amp%3BcreativeASIN=B07PR8JRYR&amp%3BlinkCode=as2&amp%3Btag=strykeradv0e-20&amp%3BlinkId=35ff28aabfe1c859acd8f21f096b95a7
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"Riding this section of the SCAR through the
Sumter National Forest was kind of like a

reward for what I endured the previous day."



The second day of my trip on the western section of the South Carolina

Adventure Route had a frigid start. Overnight, a light dusting of snow had

fallen and the temperature was a balmy 38 degrees. This section of the

route is in the Sumter National Forest and would continue north along the

Savannah River Valley. Here the terrain changed to heavily forested hills

and ridges and was a nice change since most of the SCAR in the southern

part of the state is fairly flat with very little change in elevation. Another

thing that was different up here was the consistency of the route. In the

south its mostly sand compared to the north it was gravel and hard packed

dirt roads.

Riding this section of the SCAR through the Sumter National Forest was

kind of like a reward for what I endured the previous day. The route was

almost all on dirt fire roads that meandered through the forest and

scenery was pretty nice. There were also some interesting locations to stop

at in the area such as a fire tower in Liberty Hill. One of the coolest

locations that I stumbled upon was an old one lane bridge just outside of

McCormick on Iron Bridge Rd. I haven't been able to gather to much

information about the bridge but it seems to be built in the early 1900's. I

don't think it sees too much traffic which would explain the minimal

maintenance that its seen but I will say that it had a wood deck that was

incredibly slick since it was still wet.

Once I reached McCormick the temperature had just hit 40 degrees and

further north the weather forecast didn't show any signs of improvement.

At this point I decided to top off on fuel and started to head back home to

Charleston. The ride back home was all pavement as I took state highways

and was uneventful for the most part. Overall, in two days I rode roughly

400 miles from the Atlantic Ocean up to the foothills of the Appalachian

Mountains with about 270 miles on the South Carolina Adventure Route.

For a quick overnight escape, it was an enjoyable trip and the South

Carolina Adventure Route showed to be a solid alternative for an

adventure ride during the fall and winter. 
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The South Carolina Adventure Route (SCAR) was built by Kris Cox and loops

through approximately 1,000 miles of rural South Carolina. Follow it, and you will

see mountains, ocean, forests, countryside, state parks, historical sites, and quaint

towns--all on a mix of paved and un-paved public roads (approximately 60%/40%).

The SCAR also connects to the Smokey Mountains 500, the Georgia Traverse, and

the Trans-America Trail (TAT), providing TAT riders with an additional rural coast-

to-coast option. SCAR GPS files (.gpx tracks) are available on the "Download" page

on their website listed below as well as their Facebook group. Just like BDRs, there

are volunteers that do their best to keep the route information updated.

www.scadventureroute.com

 

Join the SCAR Facebook group for status updates, ride reports, and to interact with

other SCAR enthusiasts.

Follow us on
social media!

@motocampnerd

http://www.scadventureroute.com/
https://www.youtube.com/@motocampnerd
https://www.facebook.com/motocampnerd/
https://www.instagram.com/motocampnerd/
http://motocampnerd.com/
http://www.scadventureroute.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/SCAdventureRoute

